
Pricer Plaza
Managing store efficiency and customer 
engagement for an entire chain or a single store.
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1. Pricer – Delivering 
Solutions With The Power To 
Shape The Future Of Retail
Pricer has delivered a constant stream of innovative technologies, products and solutions to 
the retail market for three decades. Based in Stockholm, Sweden, and with significant global 
presence, Pricer continues to dominate and drive forward the market for smart retail in-store 
technology in collaboration with some of the world’s leading retailers within grocery, DIY, 
electronics and pharmacy.

Leading retailers have a tireless focus in driving cost, efficiency and customer engagement.  
They demand constant innovation while requiring longevity and reliability of in-store systems.

Pricer Plaza provides a sophisticated range of cloud-based applications, that offers multiple 
business models, for example SaaS (Software as a Service) which has seen huge adoption 
across the retail market in recent years. This enables a wide range of partners across the retail 
system such as analytics, AI, promotions, dynamic pricing, inventory, waste management and 
many others, to be smoothly integrated to allow the core ESL (Electronic Shelf Label) based  
in-store system to deliver different use cases. It also enables the retailer to take advantage of  
live up-to-date information for more informed, dynamic and predictive decision-making.

Pricer’s advanced architecture is complemented by a sophisticated service model offering a range 
of additional capabilities ranging all the way from basic support through to advanced consultation. 
This is delivered in concert with a highly capable and qualified set of integration and reseller 
partners focused on anticipating, meeting and exceeding all the needs and expectations of retail 
organizations across the globe.

http://www.pricer.com
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2. The Pricer System Platform
The most scalable, the fastest, the most future-proof and reliable  
shelf-edge communication system in the world.

The Pricer system is designed to provide the retailer with the core foundational platform for a 
fully capable infrastructure for smart retail to enable maximum efficiency and cost savings in 
store operations, combined with high levels of differentiated consumer engagement. Pricer has 
developed and evolved all of these components since the company’s founding in 1991 utilizing 
the multiple decades of experience of deployment within some of the most demanding retail 
environments worldwide.

http://www.pricer.com
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The Pricer system is based on a closely integrated set of products and technologies. It is made up 
of five main components:

1. Industry leading Electronic Shelf Labels (ESLs) (also known as Digital Tags, Digital  
Shelf Labels).

2. A unique, highly scalable and reliable communications system using optical  
wireless communication.

3. A secure, highly scalable cloud-based platform, Pricer Plaza. Pricer Plaza provides all 
of the required services for managing, monitoring, configuring the Pricer systems and 
enabling a wide range of use cases as well as flexible APIs to enable the integration  
and communication with other elements of the Smart Retail ecosystem.

4. A wide range of additional accessories ranging from shelf attachment and display stands 
to cameras and sensors, and tools for managers and associates.

5. Apps that can be used on a wide range of IOS and Android based devices to enable the 
store associates and managers, as well as consumers.
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In addition, Pricer provides a range of services that are directly built in co-ordination with Pricer’s 
product and solutions offerings leveraging the company’s three decades of experience in 
developing, implementing, managing and continually adapting and improving in-store systems.
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3. Pricer Plaza
Pricer Plaza is a sophisticated cloud-based platform for the complete scalable management, 
monitoring and integration of a digital in-store system. It is an industry leading central 
management system that enables central security, backup/restore, user management and 
template management. This allows the system to support a range of business and deployment 
models. The system is primarily deployed as SaaS (Software as a Service), and supports the 
integration of in-store management solutions where internet communication may be less reliable 
or too expensive.

This enables both new and existing installations (depending on ESL hardware and firmware 
versions) to support all of the new and advanced features of the Pricer system such as use of flash, 
advanced price management, location and advanced apps across an entire chain without disruption.

Pricer Plaza also provides the main central integration point through a range of secure and 
sophisticated APIs, to systems such as waste management, dynamic price management, 
payment, stock and assortment management systems provided by our industry leading 
ecosystem partners.

Pricer Plaza also dramatically enhances the underlying business case for the whole ESL system as 
it allows immediate or at least extremely rapid deployment chain-wide of all the new capabilities of 
the Pricer solution. It also provides ubiquitous access for the other retail component system to vital 
shelf edge information such as price, promotional, computer vision and positioning data.

http://www.pricer.com
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Why Pricer Plaza? Why Now?
As cloud based solutions have developed, the retail industry has given cloud and SaaS based 
systems a mixed reception. However, there are four main reasons to adopt a SaaS approach to 
management of an in-store system such as Pricer’s.

ESL and Price Management has become a foundational IoT platform
Firstly, an ESL based system is no longer a simple replacement for paper labels but a 
foundational platform for a series of use cases that can drive significant cost optimization, 
profitability gains and consumer engagement. Because of it’s strategic importance, this core 
platform must be capable of being implemented, managed, tailored and continuously developed 
at a speed and with the reliability of every other core system of a digitalized enterprise. Gartner 
publishes a yearly forecast of the new developments in retail as their “Hype Cycle for Retail 
Technology”. In contrast to the 2019 version, these timeframes are expected to contract 
dramatically as retailers look for solutions to the unprecedented demands in sectors such as 
grocery and flexibility in areas such as apparel. Key to the majority of these new developments 
is a rapid deployment, management and integration with what Gartner refers to as IoT In-store 
Platform – the category in which Pricer is a recognized leader.

Fig. 1: Gartner: Hype Cycle for Retail

http://www.pricer.com
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Rapid Application Integration and Deployment
Secondly, many more applications are being developed that will drive additional capabilities 
especially in the areas of consumer engagement and advanced analytics over the near-term 
future. These applications need to be rapidly and easily integrated with the management systems 
for core in-store platforms such as Pricer Plaza and therefore must be implemented in a cloud 
based system. For example, Novisign has implemented advanced signage capabilities that are fully 
integrated with Pricer Plaza’s price management systems, WhyWaste and Wasteless have both 
deployed systems that can be integrated to further increase the effectiveness of chain-wide waste 
management developments and Trax’s (Qopius) AI capabilities have been delivered to integrate 
Pricer’s Shelf Vision and other shelf edge devices (see Pricer Shelf Vision brochure for more details). 
More details on Pricer’s ecosystem partners are available at https://www.pricer.com/about/partners.

Chain-wide global deployment
Thirdly, as retailers make decisions at a chain or corporate level rather than at an individual store 
level, the ability to deploy, manage and drive immediate decision-making across an entire chain 
is key to understanding and reacting in a much more timely fashion. This in turn drives consumer 
engagement and satisfaction meaning greater loyalty, predictability and flexibility.

Cost optimization combined with real-time decision making
And finally, deploying as a SaaS solution rather than in-store licensed software solutions 
provides direct accountability and cost management benefits as well as enhanced flexibility. The 
subscription models (see below) can be tailored to specific implementations and feature sets 
allowing costs to be calculated and attributed with a high degree of accuracy – all while providing 
real-time decision making across the whole chain, at group, region or individual store level.

Subscription Model
Pricer Plaza uses a subscription model based on size of store, number of daily updates and 
ESL population. In future this may be extended to include other criteria. Additional services are 
also available and are described in a separate services document. This model simplifies the 
understanding of the costs associated with these applications, enables the possibility to tailor 
the systems to your needs and provides the capability for advanced analytics, management and 
reporting to a far greater degree than more limited in-store management system capabilities.

Architecture 
Pricer Plaza is hosted on a cloud platform that hosts a set of physical assets, such as computers 
and hard disk drives, and virtual resources, such as virtual machines (VMs). The system uses 
a Kubernetes based architecture to enable automated deployment, massive scaling, and 
management. These resources are contained in highly secure cloud platform data centers around 
the globe. Each data center location is in a region. Regions are available in Asia, Australia, 
Europe, North America, and South America. Each region is a collection of three zones, which are 
isolated from each other within the region.

http://www.pricer.com
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This distribution of resources provides several benefits, including redundancy in case of failure 
and reduced latency by locating resources closer to clients. This in turn enables compliance with 
local privacy and hosting regulations and privacy laws such as location of user data to be held in 
a specific region such as the EU or US. This distribution also introduces some rules about how 
resources can be used together.

This architecture is therefore capable of delivering the highest possible availability, performance 
and data security (incl. disaster recovery) demanded for any business-critical system.
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Customer/Subscriber Responsibilities and  
Associated Functionality
Pricer Plaza customers enjoy a sophisticated and ever-expanding range of features for 
management and reporting of multiple complete chains to individual stores. These functions  
are delivered in three main groups of functionality: User Management, Chain Management and 
In-Store Functions.

User Management
User Management service for defining and managing the roles and access rights of individual 
users and their privileges.

• Assigning new users with login credentials, user groups, group rules and roles to assign 
access to your resources.

• Defining groups of users.

• Assigning roles to user groups and locations.

• Lifecycle management.

• Import users from various sources and assign access to them in a single admin console.

• Streamline user creation / assignment via API.

• Single Sign On (SSO) capability based on required access levels.

http://www.pricer.com
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Chain Management 
Pricer Plaza Chain Management service enables management a multitude of stores across 
multiple chains and geographies right down to managing an individual store. This is made easy 
and efficient through centralized management of the following capabilities:

• Group, collect and manage all stores in an organization. Manage them through a single 
administrator console.

• Set up stores and locations, manage label pricing, and track store activity across the  
entire retail chain.

• Grouping stores and maintaining common configuration for these groups.

• Monitoring of all relevant functions within the connected stores.

In-Store Functions 
Pricer Plaza store functions are driven by nodes that automatically scale on demand and reliably 
manage hundreds of thousands of price changes, item data and price tags.

• Link and Unlink Electronic Shelf Labels

• Flashing Electronic Shelf Labels

• Label Design Tool

• Item Configuration

• Reports

• Search

• Store System Status

• Infrastructure Management

• Logging and Alert Management

• PDA and App UI and Management

• Job Scheduling

Customer and Partner Integration
Pricer is committed to provide advanced solutions such as dynamic price management, waste 
management, advanced shelf vision monitoring and analysis and additional solutions. A list of 
integration partners is constantly growing and is maintained on www.pricer.com.

Integration with Pricer Plaza is made simple by using a series of public APIs (Application Program 
Interface). All Pricer Plaza Public API’s are published on Pricer REST API Documentation site 
(please refer to the documentation site for detailed description of each available API).

For further information on Pricer Plaza APIs and API policies and security, contact Pricer directly.

http://www.pricer.com
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The following API categories are currently made available
• ITEM (this API is used to add, update, link, and retrieve ITEMS)

• FLASH (used to Flash Labels or ITEMS and get Flash Status)

• USER (used to login Users)

• MAP (MAP Functions)

Pricer Responsibility and Deliverables
Pricer’s core development goal is to continuously adopt modern software development practices 
that allow the development and support teams to work efficiently in a modern cloud-native technology 
landscape. This includes some additional mechanisms that aim to enable teams to manage their 
solutions in accordance with the DevOps philosophy to deliver the services listed below.

• Maximum Availability

 – DevOps team makes sure the system runs 24/7. Support services offered to  
customers separately.

• Environment management

 – Working with continuous improvement and changes to the environment(s).

• Multi-tenant management

 – Base configuration and setting up customer environment. 
 – Managing auto scaling limits of environment in line with customer growth and needs. 
 – Providing billing and usage information to customer. 

• Application management

 – Updating software, developing new features.

• Data maintenance

 – Making backups to make sure scaling and performance is optimal.

• Monitoring 

 – System and security monitoring.

• Disaster recovery 

 – Plans, tests and performs actions if the worst would happen.

• Level 3 technical response 

 – Technical expertise supporting internal and external qualified users

Additional Services: Maintenance 
As part of any SaaS solution, Pricer provides the functionality and service to manage and maintain 
the solution. This functionality is also a requirement for the support service sold separately.

http://www.pricer.com
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Conclusion
Pricer Plaza provides a key element in Pricer’s retail system platform. The primary 
advantages of Pricer Plaza are:

• A consistent, constantly developed, monitored and managed global platform    
 that allows the retailer to focus resources on the business of retail rather than the   
 maintenance of systems.

• Pricer Plaza’s integration capabilities and public but secure API’s allow rapid  
 integration, deployment, evaluation and further rollout (or not) of new Pricer or  
 3rd party systems and processes with minimal disruption in store.

• Integration with advanced analytics and AI capabilities allows insights, informed  
 decision-making and rapid anticipation and reaction to changing market conditions  
 across an entire chain while still allowing local decision-making where required.

Availability 
Pricer maintains very high levels of uptime at both component and system level providing Monthly 
Uptime Percentage for the SaaS solution. Further information is available as part of Pricer’s 
Service Agreement documentation.

http://www.pricer.com
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